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The di�usion of digital technologies triggered a radical departure from previous modalities of cultural

transmission but, at the same time, general characteristics of human cultural evolution and cognition

in�uence these developments. This chapter explores some areas where the contacts between cultural

evolution research and digital media seem promising. As cultural evolution-inspired research on

Internet phenomena is still limited, these areas represent suggestions and links with works in other

disciplines more than reviews of past research in cultural evolution. These include topics such as how

to conceptualize social in�uence online and how information spreads in social media; how digital

media could enhance cumulative culture; and the di�erences between online and o�ine cultural

transmission. The chapter will then brie�y consider possible future directions: the in�uence of

di�erent a�ordances in di�erent media supporting cultural transmission; the role of producers of

cultural traits; and, �nally, the e�ects on cultural dynamics of algorithms selecting information.

Introduction

Research on the e�ects of digital media on cultural dynamics is, not surprisingly, abundant and spans

di�erent disciplines. In this chapter, I will focus on research that is inspired by, or compatible with, cultural

evolution, intended as a framework encompassing various evolutionary approaches to culture and

cognition. In the digital age, our activities produce an amount of quantitative data that would have been

unimaginable until a few decades ago. This availability has generated an explosion of computationally-

oriented research on human behaviour and it allows digital companies to develop heavily data-driven

business strategies. Data, however, and sophisticated computational methods, are not enough. Cultural

evolution is in a privileged position to analyse cultural dynamics in the digital age. Cultural evolution is,

di�erently from other approaches in human and social sciences, grounded in a quantitative methodology

that promotes the usage of data produced by our digital activities. At the same time, it draws on a robust

theoretical background from evolutionary biology and cognitive science, which should help to choose how

to use these data and the questions worth asking.

The label ‘digital culture’ is a broad one. Digital media are media encoded in digital format, and their history

can be traced back to the middle of the last century, with the invention of digital computers. Here I am

discussing a more recent phenomenon, concerning �rst the di�usion of personal computers, followed by

the widespread usage of internet, and �nally by the ubiquitous connectivity allowed by portable devices
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such as smartphones. Below, I will refer interchangeably to ‘online’ or ‘digital’ culture (and media) to

address the current stage of these developments.

Despite the rapid growth of the �eld of cultural evolution, research explicitly dedicated to the study of how

the di�usion of digital online media impacts culture is still limited within this framework. From one side,

general, possibly evolved features of cognition and common properties of cultural evolution constrain what

kind of cultural artefacts succeed and how they develop, in digital media as elsewhere. On the other side, the

di�usion of digital and online media impacts cultural dynamics, for example, making it possible to access a

virtually unbounded number of individuals from whom to copy from (hyper-availability), or making high-

�delity transmission cheap, quick, and widespread (think of a social media ‘share’), in a way that was

impossible even a few years ago (Acerbi, 2019a, 2016).

In what follows, I will examine some areas where the links between cultural evolution and digital media are

starting to be explored. More than a review of previous research, the sections below explore ideas to

develop, and hopefully o�er suggestions for future work. The ambition is that cultural evolution could

provide a promising way to look at these developments, and to frame precise research questions. I will �rst

propose that a cultural evolutionary approach, with its emphasis on the adaptivity of social learning and

communication, suggests a productive starting point to analyse the e�ects of social in�uence online, and I

will explore how concepts from cultural evolution can be used to investigate the spread of information in

social media. I will then move to one of the central ideas of the framework, that is, cumulative culture, and

consider how features of digtial cultural transmission could impact it. The chapter will then examine how it

is possible to compare explicitly cultural transmission o�ine and online. Finally, I will brie�y consider

some important topics regarding digital culture, mostly unexplored in cultural evolution: how di�erent

online media (e.g., di�erent social media) may support di�erent modalities of transmission; the importance

of the intentions of the producers, or spreaders, of cultural traits; and the e�ects on cultural dynamics of

top-down algorithms selecting information for us.

Social Influence Online

Research in cultural evolution has extensively explored how we select information when presented with

choices. This stream of research (see e.g., Kendal et al., 2018) naturally �ts with the interest in how

information �owing through digital and social media in�uences us. The hyper-availability provided by

online connectivity, coupled with the alleged persuasive power of celebrities, online ‘in�uencers’, and even

algorithmically based campaigns of mass persuasion, have generated a widespread panic that is often

associated with the early phases of the di�usion of new technologies (Orben, 2020). How justi�ed are these

concerns?

Social learning—the acquisition of new ideas and behaviours through interactions with conspeci�cs—is

extensively used by humans, and it appears ubiquitous in other species too. One of the central tenets of

cultural evolution theory is that for this to be possible, social learning needs to be selective: drawing on

insights from formal modelling showing that indiscriminate social learning is not more e�ective than

individual learning, cultural evolutionists have developed the concept of social learning strategies, or

cultural transmission biases, domain-general heuristics used to decide when, what, and from whom to copy

(Laland, 2004). Social learning strategies are simple rules, implemented at individual level, such as ‘copy

prestigious people’ or ‘copy the majority’. These rules represent a �rst damper to indiscriminate social

in�uence, o�ine or online. However, social learning strategies are e�ective only on average: copying the

majority can be useful on some occasions but detrimental in others. The e�cacy of these strategies lies

explicitly in balancing precision and simplicity, and thus their outcomes depend on the circumstances.

In this perspective, it could be that the situation created by online social media is so unusual that social

learning strategies are not e�ective in this context (Barkow et al., 2012). This is an interesting question and

it will be discussed more in the section Comparing O�ine and Online Cultural Dynamics, but for now it is

important to notice that recent work in cultural evolution is starting to emphasize a more nuanced approach

to the usage of social learning strategies. For example, we do not blindly ‘copy prestigious people’, but we

copy prestigious people when we can reliably associate their prestige with their success, and in a task we are

interested in (Brand et al., 2020). The current view is that social learning strategies are highly �exible,

context-dependent, and subject to individual and cultural variations (Kendal et al., 2018). Future work is
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required to establish whether a consistent theory based on social learning strategies can explain the full

variability of empirical observations without losing predictive power.

On top of this, several experiments run by cultural evolutionists have shown that we consistently underuse

social information, even when it would be useful for us to copy others (Morin et al., 2021). While the reasons

behind this pattern need to be further explored, this strongly goes against the idea of unbounded social

in�uence, both online and o�ine: the problem seems not to be that we are too gullible, but that we are too

stubborn, and we do not accept correct social information often enough.

Taking these observations into account, the integration of other evolutionary approaches to social in�uence

is a promising direction. Other researchers have proposed that humans possess speci�c cognitive

mechanisms for epistemic vigilance, for example, assessing the risk of being misinformed by others

(Sperber et al., 2010). This approach has a similar evolutionary rationale that the social learning strategies

approach delineated above, but it draws on communication instead of social learning, it considers the

possibility of deception and con�icts of interests (scarcely explored in cultural evolution), and it relies on a

set of more sophisticated cognitive abilities, such as plausibility checking, trust calibration, and reasoning,

used to decide whether to accept information coming from others or not (Mercier, 2020).

How can all this be applied to online dynamics? A relevant case study concerns, for example, the spread of

misinformation online. While much research has focused, in the past years, on its di�usion and on its

purported deleterious e�ects (see e.g., Vosoughi et al., 2018), when considered within the global

information ecosystem the amount of misinformation circulating online is surprisingly limited. Recent

empirical studies estimated that misinformation represented between around the 0.15 per cent and the 5 per

cent of the total information circulating on social media (Allen et al., 2020; Grinberg et al., 2019; Guess et al.,

2019; Osmundsen et al., 2021). These �gures seem consistent with an image of humans as wary or �exible

learners delineated by the evolutionary approaches to culture and cognition presented above, more than

with one of gullible agents. Even more importantly, engagement with misinformation cannot be equated

automatically with impact on beliefs and behaviours. Even if in certain contexts misinformation may be

shared on social media as much as reliable information (see e.g., de Oliveira & Albuquerque, 2021), we

engage with misinformation to signal political a�liation and group membership, as much as we do with

reliable information (Osmundsen et al., 2021), to socialize with our peers (Berriche & Altay, 2020), simply

because of funny or interesting (Acerbi, 2019b), and, in fact, to verify whether it is true, and to say it is not

(Tandoc et al., 2018). Various studies show that people engage with political misinformation of their same

political slant, so that misinformation cannot be considered as a form of in�uence that changes their

beliefs, but as information consistent with their previous ones (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Guess & Nyhan,

2018).

Regardless of the speci�c details, a cultural evolutionary approach suggests that we need to be sceptical, at

least as a starting point, of gloomy accounts of the dangers of online social in�uence, and empirical data are

mostly consistent with this stance. More importantly, a cultural evolutionary approach provides speci�c

hypotheses that can be tested on online data and speci�c mechanisms that can be at play when we decide

whether to accept or not information, providing a complex picture of social in�uence, o�ine and online.

The Spread of Information Online

Cultural evolution theory makes a broad distinction between two main reasons why a cultural trait spreads.

On one side, cultural traits can be successful because of intrinsic characteristics. Everything else being

equal, a more e�ective hammer is likely to spread more than a less e�ective one. A memorable, attention-

grabbing story is likely to spread more than a dull one. These intrinsic characteristics generate what cultural

evolutionists call content-based biases. On the other side, cultural traits can be successful because of

contextual reasons, independent from their intrinsic features. A not-very-e�ective hammer can spread

because is advertised widely; a dull story can have broad di�usion because a celebrity recounted it. These

context-based biases are represented by the heuristics we brie�y discussed in the previous section, like ‘copy

the majority’, ‘copy prestigious people’, and many others (Kendal et al., 2018).

The traces left by information spreading online can be used to test how cultural traits spread. Most research

has focused on content: which features make social media posts or online news successful? This stream of

research �ts with comparable work in cultural evolution that isolates content that makes narratives
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successful, often using transmission chain experiments (more on this on Comparing O�ine and Online

Cultural Dynamics). In one of the �rst works in this area, Heath et al. (2001) found that urban legends

containing more elements eliciting disgust (such as the presence of worms in McDonald’s hamburgers)

were also more di�used on specialized websites. With an explicit cultural evolution approach, Acerbi

(2019b) analysed the content of online articles classi�ed as misinformation to detect the presence of

elements previously highlighted in experiments: disgust, but also threat-related information, negative

content, minimally counterintuitive elements, sex-related material, and social information. A main

outcome of the analysis was that negative content was preponderant in online misinformation, about �ve

times more common than positive one. The advantage of negative content has been also detected in social

media, with an analysis of a large dataset from Twitter, showing that negative tweets were more likely to be

retweeted after political events, both negative and positive (Schöne et al., 2021). Similar results were found

considering tweets from news organisations: negative a�ect was expressed more than positive, and

predicted more engagement (Bellovary et al., 2021).

The online advantage for negative information is supported by results of transmission chain experiments

(Acerbi, 2022; Bebbington et al., 2017) and it is consistent with the evolutionary rationale for which negative

information, concerning dangers and threats, is more relevant than positive information (Baumeister et al.,

2001). However, other studies found that emotional content in general was predictive of online success. For

example, analysing New York Times articles, Berger and Milkman (2012) found that articles with content

that generated high-arousal emotions (both negative and positive) were shared more than articles with

content evoking low-arousal emotions. Similarly, Brady et al. (2017) observed that the presence of words

expressing moral emotions increased the probability for tweets to be retweeted.

Overall, it could be that both negative content and emotional content in general favour the spread of online

information. Further analyses could explicitly investigate how emotional content is linked to the topics that

are discussed, such as political or controversial topics, or misinformation versus reliable information. In

addition, the intentions of the individual sharing information and the speci�c context of transmission are

likely to be important: sharing New York Times articles with friends, as in the Berger and Milkman (2012)

study, may be di�erent than, say, an anonymous conversation on Reddit. Finally, quantitative content

analyses of social media spreading have so far focused on emotional content, possibly because it is the

easiest to identify automatically with the available software. More sophisticated computational techniques,

such as topic modelling or machine learning (as in Brady et al., 2021), allow us to detect speci�c content in

large datasets and will enrich our understanding of which content is favoured online.

Less research is dedicated to context-based biases, and practically none within a cultural evolution

framework. The role of social media personalities, in�uencers, and the like in the spreading of cultural traits

online is an open question. A relevant study using Twitter data (Bakshy et al., 2011) found, for example, that

the success of a tweet was correlated with the number of followers of the author of the tweet, but this

measure can not disentangle the e�ect of ‘in�uence’—similar to demonstrator-based biases in cultural

evolutionary theory terms—from pure availability, in other words the fact that a tweet coming from a user

with many followers will simply have more exposure. In addition, the authors noticed that number of

followers, together with a second measure called ‘local in�uence’ (indicating the number of past retweets

an user received in the past from their followers), were in any case a poor predictor of future success.

Recent studies have highlighted that successful politically related content on Twitter is often correlated

with out-group animosity or derogation (Osmundsen et al., 2021; Rathje et al., 2021). If this suggests some

connection with transmission biases studied in cultural evolution, it is not obvious to equate it with the role

of strategies like ‘copying kin’ or ‘copying similar individuals’, which are mostly about selecting

information.

Similarly, the role of frequency-based biases, such as ‘copying the majority’, is largely unexplored.

Popularity in digital online media is often characterised by highly skewed distributions, with very few items

that are very popular and many that are not. While this may suggest a popularity bias, the mechanisms

producing these distributions need to be understood case by case. Such skewed distributions can also be

produced by unbiased transmission, that is, by individuals copying each other at random without a

preference for popular items, as common cultural traits are more likely to get chosen, with a self-

reinforcing e�ect (Bentley et al., 2004).

Finally, a promising methodology to disentangle the role of di�erent transmission biases in online

dynamics has recently been proposed by Carrignon et al. (2019). They used individual based models to
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simulate the expected distributions of retweets given di�erent learning strategies. They then used

approximate Bayesian computation to compare model outputs with real data: in this way, the transmission

bias behind the model that better �t the real data is likely to have generated them in the social media.

Analysing a sample of con�rmed and debunked rumours (from Vosoughi et al., 2018), Carrignon et al. (2019)

concluded that it was not possible to �nd signatures of the transmission biases that they considered, and

that an unbiased transmission model had a better �t.

Digital Cumulative Culture

Many animals use social cues to adjust their behaviour, but humans are considered the only species to have

cumulative culture. While there are various de�nitions (see e.g., Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018), the central idea

is intuitive: human culture accumulates innovations in a way that is not observed among other species and,

iteratively, this process generates cultural traits that would be extremely unlikely to be invented by an

isolated individual. Cumulative culture is not an automatic process. Empirical research and models have

suggested factors that promote cumulative culture, including large population sizes, e�cient social

networks, and transmission �delity (Derex & Mesoudi, 2020; Lewis & Laland, 2012).

Today, much cultural transmission is supported by online digital media: how does this impact cumulative

culture? A few studies have investigated relevant dynamics in the online domain. Youngblood (2019) tracked

the spread of music samples among hip-hop and electronic producers and showed that, thanks to digital

sampling technologies, their networks of collaborations are no longer constrained by geographical

proximity. Müller and Winters (2018) analysed the evolution of Reddit Place, a social media experiment in

which any registered user could place a single coloured pixel on a 1,000 × 1,000 pixels online digital canvas

every 5–20 minutes for three days. The project involved 1 million individuals that placed more than 16

million pixels. The analysis tracked the increase in compressible graphic patterns, showing that the canvas

moved towards a structured state, with many relatively stable and independent patterns.

These studies con�rm that digital online media do increase the potential network where cultural

transmission can happen and that, at least in some circumstances, online collaboration among many

unrelated individuals can be successful. Cultural evolutionists, inspired by population genetics, have

developed the concept of e�ective cultural population size. E�ective cultural population size indicates the

number of people potentially or actually involved in cultural transmission. The bigger the e�ective cultural

population size, the more likely it is that complex cultural traits are not lost and e�ective inventions

retained, promoting cumulative cultural evolution (Derex & Mesoudi, 2020). While the growth of e�ective

cultural population size is a historical process, and it has been impacted by other technological innovations,

such as writing, printing, or the increasing accessibility of travel, online media have a tremendous impact,

with virtually everyone in Western countries having daily Internet access. When considering global usage,

marked di�erences remain, but the gap is narrowing, with many countries showing signi�cant growth.

Incidentally, what will be the consequences of the di�usion of technologies related to internet to the

majority of people on the planet is a compelling question for the future (Arora, 2019).

Another aspect that links cumulative cultural evolution and the di�usion of digital media is that digital

media provide a cheap, fast, and e�ective way to transmit information. Empirical results suggest that

�delity of transmission is impacted by several factors and that high-�delity transmission cannot be

considered the default condition. Cultural transmission chain experiments, for example, show that oral

transmission is generally a low-� process, with information getting rapidly lost during the process

(Mesoudi & Whiten, 2008). As for small e�ective population sizes, the same risk is present with low

transmission �delity: complex cultural traits can get lost in the process of transmission, negatively

impacting cumulative cultural evolution. Transmission �delity can, however, be increased by ‘�delity

ampli�ers’ (Acerbi, 2019a) associated with the process of transmission. Cognitively attractive features can

make some narratives easier to remember (Stubbers�eld et al., 2017), rhymes and repetitions can help the

memorization and repetition of stories, written instructions can be preserved better than oral ones. In this

perspective, digital media provide several �delity ampli�ers: they possess the features that make analogue

writing e�ective, but also many others, including the possibility of direct interactions (e.g., comments

associated with an online recipe) or to include di�erent media easily (e.g., YouTube video tutorials).

Increased e�ective cultural population size and �delity of transmission do not guarantee improvements in

cultural cumulation. It has been proposed that more than size is the typology of the social networks that
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a�ects cumulative cultural evolution (Derex & Mesoudi, 2020). Likewise, �delity of transmission (coupled

with cheap storage) could simply, as it happens, increase exponentially the size of the long tail of cultural

traits that are preserved, but not contributing to any process of cultural cumulation. For any successful, and

possibly e�ective in cultural transmission, YouTube video tutorial, there are millions of unwatched videos

online.

Few studies have explicitly considered the e�ect of digital media on cumulative cultural evolution. In a

preliminary work, Pianzola et al. (2020) investigated the case of online fan �ction, where non-professional

authors expand narratives from existing works of �ction. Fan �ction is an interesting case, because it has

been made possible, in its contemporary form, by online media, because is strongly collaborative, and

because concerns a domain—art—where the extent of cultural cumulation is debated (Tinits & Sobchuk,

2020). Pianzola et al. (2020) found that stories in Harry Potter fan �ction accumulated cultural traits

(measured as unique tags) through time, suggesting an increase in complexity, and that more recent stories

were more liked than earlier ones, suggesting a possible improvement, two features that are often

associated to cumulative cultural evolution.

Further research is needed to investigate whether, and in which conditions, digital online media can impact,

positively or negatively, cumulative cultural evolution. The availability of data regarding online

communities represents by itself an advantage, and these data could be used to test speci�c hypotheses

about, for example, demography and cumulative cultural evolution. To pinpoint the speci�c role of digital

media, it would be important to compare the features of cumulative cultural evolution in similar domains,

but with or without digital support. Another possibility is to explicitly design experiments in which skills are

transmitted in ‘traditional’ forms of transmission, such as oral descriptions or observations of

demonstrators, and in form of transmission made possible by digital online media, such, for example,

instructional videos that can be replayed and paused.

Comparing O�line and Online Cultural Dynamics

In the sections Social In�uence Online and The Spread of Information Online, we mostly discussed how

general cultural evolution �ndings can be applied to the online domain. In the following section, Digital

Cumulative Culture, we started to explore how features of digital cultural transmission, such as the hyper-

availability provided by online connectedness and the increased �delity of transmission, can impact on

cultural evolution itself. In this section, we will expand on this and consider more explicitly some

di�erences between o�ine and online cultural dynamics.

Another feature that characterises online cultural transmission can be called ‘explicitness’. Social media

posts are accompanied by information such as the user name of the person who posted it; the number, and

often the names, of users that liked or shared (the terminology varies in di�erent social media) the

message; comments on the post from other users. Products, including cultural products, such are recipes or

songs, are scored, rated, and reviewed publicly. Given the abundance of information available online, we are

often presented with top lists of the items we are interested in, as scored by other users and algorithms.

As mentioned above, when evaluating social information, we use cues to infer from where this information

is from, or who else is using it. These cues are mostly implicit. One strategy commonly studied in cultural

evolution is conformity (see van Leeuwen and Morgan, Chapter 15 in this volume), technically de�ned as a

disproportionate tendency to copy the majority, meaning that we should have a probability to copy a

cultural trait higher than its frequency (to simply ‘copy the majority’, it is su�cient copying at random,

since a common behaviour will have more probability to be selected). In a traditional setting, the majority

needs to be inferred from a sample of observations: what are other people doing? But in social media we can

have an explicit, immediate, and precise quanti�cation: how many people liked or shared a post? What are

today’s ‘trending’ topics? Something similar happens for prestige bias. In the cultural evolution account, we

observe to whom other people pay respect or deference to infer prestige, and act accordingly (See O�ord and

Kendal, Chapter 16 in this volume). With online media, we can access e�ortlessly to information provided by

global celebrities or politicians, or we can directly quantify ‘prestige’, for example with the number of

followers one user has.

What are the consequences for cultural evolution? One could hypothesize that explicit cues, for example of

popularity or prestige, could increase our reliance on these strategies, or even make their output more
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reliable, as their usage is based on accurate assessments. On the other side, the introduction of such explicit

cues is a very recent phenomenon, and we may still need to evolve the appropriate tools culturally to make

sense of them. A few studies that tried to address the question directly suggest that the e�ect of explicit cues

does not result in a reinforcement of the tendencies to copy the majority or prestigious people. Acerbi and

Tehrani (2018) found, in an online experiment, that participants did not prefer quotes attributed to famous

authors (as opposed to random names), and only partially followed popularity cues: they preferred

quotations that were presented as chosen by many other participants, but not in the ‘disproportionate’ way

that characterises conformity. In an in�uential paper, Salganik (2006) describe the result of a large-scale

experiment, where participants were divided into separated ‘worlds’, all of them listening to the same pool

of previously unknown songs. Songs were rated by participants but, here is the catch, the ratings were only

shared within worlds. The results show that di�erent songs became successful in di�erent worlds, driven by

popularity ratings. At the same time, however, there was a correlation between the success of the songs and

their success in a control condition, where ratings were not shown, demonstrating that the information on

popularity was only partially driving the dynamics. The e�ect of explicit cues is an open question, awaiting

more research, possibly using also non-experimental data, for example from social media, as well as

considering cultural traits with adaptive value, unlike listening to songs or choosing preferred quotes.

Another aspect that di�erentiates online and o�ine transmission, which we already considered, is �delity.

As we mentioned above, most of the results about what content is favoured in cultural transmission come

from transmission chain experiments. Transmission chain experiments are controlled version of the

telephone game, where participants need to hear (or read) a story from another participant, memorize it,

and repeat it to the next participant in the chain (see Mesoudi, Chapter 6 in this volume). This is very

di�erent to what happens in online transmission, where one does not need to memorise and repeat, but

only choose whether to further share (and sometimes willingly modify) some information.

Some research is starting to focus on the details of transmission chains experiments, to address how they

compare to real-life transmission dynamics. Eriksson and Coultas (2014) divided the transmission into

three phases, ‘choose-to-receive’ (do participants want to read a story or not?), ‘encode-and-retrieve’ (the

standard transmission chain procedure), and ‘choose-to-transmit’ (do participants want to transmit the

story they read or not?), and found that the content they were interested in (disgust) was favoured in all

phases, even when considered separately. Stubbers�eld et al. (2015) and van Leeuwen et al. (2018) also used

a similar set-up to test the e�ect of various types of content in the di�erent phases of transmission.

Stubbers�eld et al. (2018) asked instead participants to modify the content of the material purposively when

transmitting it, to make it more appealing. Acerbi (2022) directly compared content e�ects in a set-up

similar to standard transmission chains versus online sharing, and found that, while negative content was

favoured in both, results were less conclusive for content eliciting disgust and threat-related content. A

possible suggestion from this last study is that content biases could be stronger when information needs to

be memorised and repeated than when it is not needed. This is consistent with the idea that content biases

in�uence cognitive processing and reproduction but, possibly counterintuitively, suggest that online

sharing should be less subject to cognitive content biases than oral transmission.

More broadly, studies that explicitly compare o�ine and online cultural dynamics are also important to

establish causal relationships between the e�ects we observe and the fact that cultural transmission is

digitally supported. Above we highlighted, for example, that negative content is favoured in social media,

but this seems to be a more general property of transmission that we observe also in other contexts. The

claim that social media, by themselves, favour negative content is thus probably unwarranted. Similar

claims, such as that social media favour the spread of misinformation, or of emotional content, need to be

evaluated in the same way. Controlled experiments can isolate the features of social media that one

considers as important for the e�ect, be them built-in �delity (as in the previous example), speed and ease

of di�usion, the possibility of feedback (‘likes’, ‘share’), and check whether the e�ect persists or not when

they are not included in the transmission set-up.
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A�ordances of di�erent media

The role of producers of cultural traits

Other Directions

In the previous section, we discussed that it is important to take into account the speci�c features of online

transmission. We cannot automatically transfer in the digital realm what we know about cultural

transmission in general and, conversely, we cannot conclude from the observation of something happening

in the digital realm that this is caused by the digital support. One can also go further, and discriminate

among di�erent digital media, or even di�erent social media. At the beginning of this chapter, we pointed

out that the ‘digital culture’ label is a broad one. ‘Digital’ cultural transmission can be implemented in

various ways: social media, emails, online chats, sharing newspapers articles or, as it may be happening

now, reading an academic chapter in an online published collection. All these activities imply di�erent

interests, digital a�ordances, and people involved.

Consider, for example, the research mentioned above, showing that the most shared New York Times articles

were not characterized by negative emotion, but by high-arousal emotions, or content that was rated by

participants of the study as ‘awe-inspiring’ (Berger & Milkman, 2012). This goes against the seemingly

robust �nding of the advantage of negative information in social media. How can we make sense of this

discrepancy? One possibility is to consider that we are dealing with two di�erent contexts. Sharing New York

Times articles with friends by email (as considered in this research) is a very di�erent activity than posting

something on social media. In the former we are speci�cally targeting someone, and a someone known to

us, and we possibly expect their reaction, and so on. In the latter, the target is indiscriminate, and we can

even be anonymous. In addition, subscribers of the New York Times are a very speci�c demographic, more

educated than average, and more left-leaning. Could these di�erences explain the di�erent outcomes?

This is a single example, but the same holds at various levels, even for di�erent social media. Instagram is

optimised for posting, sharing, and editing pictures, TikTok for videos, and Twitter mostly for short texts.

Messaging services, such as WhatsApp, are altogether di�erent. While in some occasions it is useful to zoom

out and test general claims about ‘online’ or ‘digital’ culture, in others we may want to be more speci�c, and

consider the �ne-grained a�ordances o�ered by social/digital media and who their users are.

To explain the success of cultural traits, cultural evolutionists generally focus on the interests of the

receivers. Social learning strategies are heuristics used by the receivers of cultural traits to decide whether

to copy or not. The attractive features of content mentioned in this chapter, such as negative content,

threat-related information, and so on, are considered attractive to receivers. It has recently been suggested

that the role of producers of cultural traits has been partly overlooked, and that it is essential to explain

cultural dynamics (André et al., 2020).

Digital media, as much as they changed the way in which information is transmitted (which has been the

main focus of this chapter), undoubtedly also changed how information is produced. As clichéd as it is,

online digital media did allow an unprecedented number of people to record and share information. Social

media users are sensitive to the reactions to their activity (Lindström et al., 2021), and we need to take into

account their interests when considering online cultural dynamics.

For example, there does not need to be a correlation between what is consumed and what is shared (see e.g.,

Bright, 2016). The two behaviours are very di�erent: to explain cultural success online we need to consider

not only what users want to receive but also what they want to share. Reputational management may have

an important role in online dynamics, where information is potentially available to a large number of other

people. Altay et al. (2020) explained the limited spread of online misinformation (see section Social

In�uence Online), with the fact that, even if some pieces of information may be attractive for users, sharing

them could be detrimental to their reputation, exemplifying a clear contrast between the interests of the

same users as consumers or producers (sharers) of cultural traits.
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Algorithms

In this chapter, we discussed how the inclinations and the interests of consumers (and producers) of

cultural traits, together with the features of digital media, determine the dynamics of the online spread of

information. However, we did not consider what is probably one of the strongest in�uence of the digital

environment, and certainly a radical cultural evolutionary novelty: the algorithmic control of the

information we have access to. Algorithms are necessary to select information among the enormous amount

that is present in internet or in a speci�c social media. However, the way algorithms do this is bound to have

strong consequences on which cultural traits are successful.

One would expect, given that the interest of social media platforms is keeping users ‘hooked’ as much as

possible, that the algorithms implemented would amplify the tendencies that we examined above. Thus, to

exemplify, if we tend to prefer negative information, an e�ective (from the platform point of view)

algorithm should present, on average, more negative information. However, it is unclear what are the

consequences of this ampli�cation, and if it works in practice: as negative information already capture

users’ attention, presenting too much of it could be futile, or even having the opposite consequences.

In addition, one could legitimately argue that the goal of algorithms implemented by social media should

not be hooking users in but something else, and that algorithms should be planned openly and collectively.

In this case, the knowledge accumulated in evolutionary approaches to culture could be essential to design

and test algorithms that select information online. The main problem for this direction of research is that

while some social media (e.g., Twitter) have been open when sharing data about the information circulating

on the platform, there is much less openness regarding the way algorithms operate, and indirect strategies

need to be used to estimate the e�ects of algorithmic curation (e.g., Bartley et al., 2021; Huszár et al., 2021).
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